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to bring a report on t the early anti-slavery movement/ in the United States.

And he reproted for two hours on the early antth-slavery movement, bringing

quotation after quotation from the man who were active in it. And this man

with no religious interest whatever, as far as I know, he was simply interested

in giving us a picture of the early stages of the anti-slavery movement in

the United States. But the thing that impressed me was, that in quotation

after quotation after quotation, of those who had been active in the early

anti-slavery movement, this phrase was used; 't
Why should a man be my slave

tho was purchased by the blood of Jesus Christ, just as i was". Over and over

it was heard. You can talk about racial tensions, and try to struggle and

improve the world community until doomsday, but you will do far more to

help all these conditions by loading people to believe in Christ a their

Saviour, and immediately, necessarily, to recognize the fact that all

true Christians are their brothers. And to learn the New Testament idea

that sympathy and help for the brother in Christ than you will by all the

talk you can possibly get on improvement, of social conditions, aM

of the social order.

Now, the other two questions that were raised yesterday. One, the

relation of the command found ii?. Genesis 1, where man was told to be

fruitful and multiply and replenish the earth, and subdue it and have dominion

rer the fish of the sea and over the foul of the air. Man was to

subdue the carty and have dominion over all the creation. God h gave that

command. How does this fit with the New Testament stress upon the spreading

of the Gospel, bringing the knowledge of Christ. Personally, as i see

what baa been accomplished in the last century, I feel that man in general

is quite fully carrying out the commands to subdue the earth and bring it

under dominion. There is no question that man in this last century has

reached out to gain greater control of it. I do not find in this verse

any specific reference to the organizatiun of human society, or to the

attempt to usa.L t with the problems of the spa.ific type of which ire are

mentioning. It is a general command to nx±xx men in general, a
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